
PAINTING HOPE



Description
Adaptation of schools in rural areas, implementation of libraries and 

Virtual Technical Studies center for the community of Toche, Ibagué -

Tolima. The study center will favor the community, not only in terms 

of education, but also in economic development.

The village of Toche, located on the Cerro Machin Volcano, has

historically been a corridor of the 50th front of the FARC. After the

peace accords, it is committed to education, tourism and the social

development of the community. Thus, taking advantage of the Internet

available in the 4 schools of Toche-Tolima, through the Projects fair, it is

desired to implement a virtual study center, in order to train the

community in sustainable tourism and the environment. All this in

alliance with the Ibagué sector SENA, thus achieving not only that the

community access educational digital resources, but also, betting on

local development and, through academic and work occupation, ensuring

that the Toche community is in favor of the development of Peace and

conflict prevention.



Area of focus

 Armenia  - Colombia

Basic Education and Literacy 



Clubs participating or other entities

 Distrito 4271 o 4281 

 Club local 

 Clubes Patrocinadores 

 Foundation Rotarian



Project contact

 Name: Mateo Carvajal Calderón - Club Rotaract Armenia

 Email: clubrotaractarmenia@gmail.com -

mateocarvajal95@gmail.com

 Phone: 57 311-7064281 - 318 3867157 



Total project cost or estimated cost.

Item Item description Value in COP

$ 17500
Adaptation of digital

classrooms
61'250.000

$ 14000 Delivery of 50 bicycles 49'000.000

$ 5000
Adaptation of 4 rural

schools
17'500.000

$ 2900
Adaptation of libraries

(Books, shelves)
10'150.000

$ 5000
Project documentary

team
17'500.000

Total 155'400.000



Amount requested

Project cost USD$ 44.400 

Local club USD$ 2400 

Sponsoring Clubs USD$ 12000 

District 4271 or 4281 USD$ 4000 

International District USD$ 11000 

Rotary Foundation USD$ 15000 



 Thank you for your support, our 

club will help the community solve 

its most important needs. We thank 

you for analyzing this project.


